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. ABSTRACT

Arinelise M. Diiiican
Trinity University

;;-

Gerinah Cinerna,,aS a Vehicle- for,T,eL. 'hing--CUlture, literature and History.
,, .

A /IThe use of film in several different contexts will be .discussed,
Linder the, following' sub-topics: .;;., , ., . ,.

. .

(1)' Filrn ia.6 part of a Gertnan.culture COurse,. taught insGerman:
.

:Cinema as" a, cultal .statetent of its time,- as .(a) social ..,

criticism ( Die, freualose Gasse, eta.) or (b),, a Propagand.a'
tool (KuhleWampe,"- TritimPli deS'Willens," etc),. ',

,v,, , /' ..,,,,(2) Film integrated into' - a literatUre Course, taught..in'German,
utilizing especially "Filmed, Literature: Great :authors- reflect
oii the society of-their!era.' .(IV plays froin the Embassy of ...the

(3) Film as course content's, of an interdisciplinary German /Journalism
course, offered in ,English-,, explore an historic periOd (Weimar
Republic, etc.) or .techniques (Kammerspiel,

(4) Film as an element of a period cour-" r.aught either,, in German or,,
if inrerdepartmental, in English ?le: Exprethsionism in
literature, filth,. theter,,
To demonstrate, the' various approlchud to teaching German ,A ie ma

in the classroom, Der letzte: 'Mann," 924, and Der blade ,Engq,"
l92949, will be used as examples from among the many suj.table''German
filmS of the last 60 years.
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Annelise, M. Duncan
Trinity U9iver-sity
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"German Cinlma as a Vehicle for Teaching Culture, Literature and HistOry"

The history of the German ,Cinema ,J_I:um its beginnings to the present
-,/

coincides with a period'in GerMan'histOry and .culture.unequaled for its

spectacular ups and downs, gripping drama and tragic irony. In film,
...

recent history was preserv.*d with 'little distance to the actual events,'

thus revealing as much-about the recorded time as, the. ime of the.reCording.

Except for its earlieSt stages. around the turn o -..khe centur17,:.the4f

new medium soon began1 to attempt its own interpretation-of hist6tY,and _

..., -

literature following' in its approach the artistic movements of the timeSr
.

from Naturalasm to Expressionisb to Realism. Filmed 'literature continued

after script wrillting per, se had come into its own and still has' an impor-
tant plade in cinema. After the isolating W. W. f..:1ars with film imports

from only the neutral Scandinavian countries, Germany's UFA (UniversuM
,,..1

Film Aktiengesellschaft), founded.by'gOvernffient decree in Neubabelsberq

bdi Berlin in : 17, went to workl. By attracting,the best talent in all

. areas of film produCtion, German,cinema for a decade competed successfully
,,

even"on the American market. It is from this point on..that German film

is worth-studying under a variety of aspects and on several different

levels.

All the `possibilities had not been apparent to me until I began pre-

paring'my,share Of our first interdepartmental German/Journalism German

Cinema course, an elective for upperclassMen both disciplines
4
and

taught in English. The films we seledted s anned' the period from 1919

to. 1930. NOtTexpecting much background on' part 'of the students, I

prepared for them/a crash course in BO .years of German/European history

has an'introdugtion. The second phase of intr.oduction was filmic, to
\

'-a.dgliaint especially non-media 'stuAnts.with"the artistic and technical

means of the art.

To,under6core the historic, situation and to enter intb'the spirit

of the.time, we chose as the first film not the oldest but Instead the

1930 WWI facit,_LIm,Westen nidhts Neues" 'We did not'discuss

E. M. Remarquels'book sinceweoused the .film strictly for.background.

Rejecting its past,. the Geirany of the Weimar Republic sought non-tradi-

tional ways of artculationn the arts. Expressionism, .a pre-war

movement in painting, architedture, theater and music fit the avont-,4ai-de

spirit of the be9inming 1920s.o'Befor4 showing ExpressionismAn film, we
4 ,



introduced the class to it in other visual arts, especially painting; in

an annotated slide presentation, pointing out the artists' subjecti'Ve in-

terpretation of objective reality. Had the emphasis not been on early

German cinema, an example of filmed Expressionist literature like Robert

Musil's .TOrless" (Volker Schlemdorff) would have been appropriate.

Instead, we began a series of silent movies with Robert Wiene's oKabinett

des Doktor Caligari", 1919, followed by F..W. Murnau's ,m.Nosferatu", 1922-

both fascinating from a film technical and from a psychological point of

view-- an introduction to the German preoccupation with the morbid, with

inevitable, Predestined doom. Pursuing this theme of. unrelenting fate

leading to certain destruction. we shOWed Fritz 'tang's, uDie Nibelungen

Sage" 'after a discourse on the literature and its source in Germanic

histo , with the larger-than-life heroes of the 4thcand 5th 'century

Great. Migration. (yOlkerwanderung). I have also used. these two Lang films,

uSiegfried", made in 19l19, and.Krimhilds Rache", 1924, in a survey of

4German literature course where they served not only to ani ate an old

. heroic epic but showed why this literature appealed to the RomantiCists

who resurrected it. While thespotwo films had,a specifically German

interest, another 1924 movie influenced both the German and the

American cinema. A new period of German realism began with F. W. Murnau's

uDer letzte Mann" ("The Last Laugh " "), a Kammerspielfilm with a rather

simple plot. Called in English "instinct film," the Kammerspiel (inti-

mate theater) film was an extension of and a reaction against Expres-.

sionism. RevolutiOnary in Murnau's film was the nearly continuously

moving or, as Carl Meyer, the script writer, called it, the "unchained"

camera. Murnau's new concept created a shifting narrative perspective

-alternating between an objective third person narrator and a subjective

first person using eithei his physical or his mind's eye. Despite an

unmotivated farcical happy end, Hollywood style, the film served well

on several levels: as a demonstration, in filmic terms of the func-

tioning of the literary narrative process; as yet another analysis of

the German charaL _er: the put CL,_ 11 of the German obsessionith the

uniform as a mark of authority and power, here carried to the extreme
4

of'the uniform being the man; and to show the advent of the star

phenomenon: Emil JanrYings is the movie,just as the doorman's splendid

uniform is his character.--The next two films were chosen primarily

for their social commentary and psychological street realism, charac-
?
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cateristic of the "Neue Sachlichkeit": °G. W. Papst's Freudlose Gasse"

(','Joyless Street"), 1925, with Greta Garbo, 'and- Fritz Lang's Metrop-

olis", 1926. Concluding thige: of 'silent film wrs HInqe Fritz Lang's

in some scientific detaiZamazingly accurat ptuj Lion, ,,.Die Frau ,,

'im,Mond", 1928. The final film of the era-and the'course-was Josef

von Sternberg's Der blaue Engel,", made in 1929/30 and significant

from several points of view: filmic treatment and transformation of

literature, social'commentarY (a satire of the Wilhelminian bourgeois),

the use of and experimentation with sound, a controversial fiIM

maker, and a new star.- -The film script, "The Blue Angel" had.several

authors who altered substantially the original novel, ,Professor

Unrath", with Heinrich Mann's permission. Later, when the film had

bedome a- world success, Mann said Mein Kopf and die Beine von

Marlene Dietrich." .After a first rewriting of the manuscript by

Carl Zuckmayer and Karl Vollmoeller, Robert Liebmann wrote the film

script and added a few scenes, before Sternberg made some final re-

visions. The script became an artistic product in its own right fol-

lowing the laws of the medium. The figure of Professor Rath is central

to the film, rather than the confrontation between Rath and the city

of the novel. In the "Blue Angel," Rath perishes sadly, ennobled at

the last by'the circumstances of his death. In the nog- 1 he is con-
.,

sumed by t- of vengeance against the town

enemies." He marries Rosa,and flies in the face

conventions. Mann's ill-tempered classroom tyrant with malice toward

one and all deserved the name Unrath. While Sternberg's Professor

Rath is still the-caricature of the authoritarian teacher and unbending

guardian of morality, he is also human and because of his .loneliness

and unworldainestg- vulnerable from the outset. His fall from position

and dignity to hopeless degradation and servitude evokes cempaSSion

and allows a tragic rather than a ' ding. The reading and

--cison of novel and script did not fit into the format or time

frame of the film course, but would lend itself equally_ well to a 20th

century literature or a contemporary civilization course. The

Viennese immigrant with an, orthodox Jewish background, Jonas Sternberg

who called himself J6sef von Sternberg - was a Hollywood movie maker

whose dislike of the American narrative mPl'ing led

000

him to develop his own eating 1,ammerspiel,

used lighting, d6cor, and minutt..Ly ob.,-..rved gestures to evince

from;nature and the human face their hidden spiritual power." "The



Blue Angel," wasthe only film Sternberg made in Germany-where he pro-
. 47:

duced it simultaneously in English and'ih German. It LJcame the first

real classic of sound film. Sternberg used sound as a dramaturgical,

stylistic principle, not as an imitation of .reality. Realizing that

sound is only effective when followed by silence, that loud must be

alternated with soft, he controlled it carefulAY, often using the
4

deVice of opening-and cldsing a door7or several doors in succession-

for gradations of sound, or that of approaching and fading footsteps.

Sternberg films are ,laden with symbols the most consistent of which is

the bird, firs seen in,the "Salvation Hunters." In "The Blue Angel,"
7

it serves init ally to give Rath his human dimension when he finds

his dead canary, later, in his mortifying crowing, it gives voice to

his humiliation. Lastly, there are the feathers on Lola's postcard,

portrait which RaSh tries to peddle.--With great misgivings, Sternberg

decided to give the lead to Emil Jannings, a consummates actor but

one with whom he had found it difficult to work in'the past. He

(

in-

sisted,1on the other hand, on using the unknown Marlene Dietrich to

play Lola, a decision that.made her a star and the movie a world hit.

Ironically the ascent4of Dietrich marked the beginning descent of

Jannings, a parallel in real life to tie Lola- Professor Rath story.,

As z'S,ternberg, his place in film-making history where he 1- 17-
,..

to me, last to Lhers, is L disputea. ,ilatever , at out-

come, "The'Blue Angel" seems to demonstrate that despite a lifetime

career in Hollywood, Sternberg belonged to the German Cinema as Well.

Because i is so generally known, I chose this film as an example for

the many facets that may be explored in such a study. The selection

and the number of films obviously depend on the purpose, the area of

study into which they are integrated. To benefit students of German

more, their research and term,papers even in inter-departmental,
-7;

4.

taught -in- English courses could 1:e done in German.-- We have been

t aehing German Cinema as a once-,a-week-3-holor-evening -class to allow

for uninterrupted introduction, showing and subsequent discussion of

ga
/

film. During the first four weeks, after Elie (.1,, / mentioned -, "brief-
- ;

ing," we (thf= iristruc s) take turns introducing the films, prepring.

handouts and leading the discussion. Then teams of 2 or 3 students

each are responsible for allsubsequent films, following the same for. -

mat. With the instructors occasionally fueling the fires of contro-

versy, discussions seldom end on time. There i also the opportunity
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for discovering and correcting misconceptions before they are perpet-

uated. So far; the one I am least likely to for t, is of Horst Wessel,

the pimp...

We are teaching filmfor the third time this semester and have

used a different scope .each fall. We called it ("History of the German

Cinema" the second year, beginning as before with classics of the

silent era and "The Blue Angel," followed by Fritz Lang's "M," 1931

(with Peter.Lorre) foreshadowing the cultural collapse of Germany.

Kurt Weill's "Three- Penny- Opera" of the same year showed the lower

social strata in open revolt.and, Brecht once again, "Whither-Germany"

(Kuhle Wampe), 1932 portraying a restless, .hopeless, working clasS

PriMed to fall victim to political exploitation. Three Leni Riefen-
.

stahl (a woman at last!), films followed, showing the genius and the

ambiguity of that film maker. In "The Blue' Light," 1932, a legend

juxtaposing.man and the mysterious forces of nature, she displayed

her sensitive film making skills.and 'acting ability in the leading

role. ".Triumph of thy, Will," her 1934 documentary Masterpiede, despite

the propagandistic purpose for which it was commissioned, cot'

the party spectacle's awesome spell-bit-1' Jle.1 -:fuse of

the mashl --mnposition and ted: que, of the film artist. ,Her 1938

of the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, the 3rd ReiclOs g&naiose self-

glorification at the apex of its prestige and power also became

Riefenstahl's most celebrated feat, one that has not been equaled

since' For a German history or diJiiization Course, 'Triumph' and

'Olympia' are almost indispensable to the teaching of the Nazi era.

We did not search out any of the "blood and soil" films of the time

(an interesting project for the future) nor did we include uninspiring
,

50s and 'early 60s poSt-ware fare. In,ptead, we concluded our history

with 4 films of the New German Cinema: Rain- Fassbinder's Angst

essen Seele auf," 1973, 7-'
0

_d iM Kopf," 1978,

Fassbinder's Ehe _;1c. Maria Braun,': 1979, and Volker Schlandorff's

BlechtroMmel," 1979. All of these show not only innovative

filmic techniques, but each poses a complex of questions concerning

poSt-war Germany and a society that is still paying a pride for

having survived and ,prospered. Comparing GUnter Grass'. .Blech-

trommel" to Volker Schliindorff's rather faithful interpretation

(except for eliminating the narratorl would be an ambitious project
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,

for a literature class. Fora civilization course, the filt would be
-,-

an effective follow-up for "Triumph." %

Our third and current course is entitled "The New German Cinema."
--D

OnCe again, we felt the need,fOr some ipackground to establish some

sense of the immediate past,- Forsheer,contrast in Vergangenheits-

bew4ltigung," w4kchose Helmut Kautner's "The Devil's General," 1955,

an unsuccessful attempt to come to terms with all past -sins'at once,

and Wolfgang PetersetOs "Das Boot," 1981 which relates ,a WWII.story

of almot universal validity. Against this ba5kground we outlined

the growth of The New German:Cinema analizing ,films by.Fassbinder,

Schl8ndorff, Hauff and Herzog., After "Despair" (based on a Nabokov
_

novel), "Ali,%"Maria Braun" and "Bremer-Freiheit," 1972, all by

Fassbinder, we used Peter Handke's "Die linkshandige Frau,' 1977/78

to compare it to the other t films about women, 'Maria Braun" and

Freiheit" to discover how women ,:u ling for identity and

independence fare ,i1 fit' Is made by men.- .,Forsa study specifi-

cally of German wow in conte, orar society, Fassbinder's "The -s

Bitter Tears -if- Petra von -kanti% 'could be added to this gfoup which

should be supplemented'with films on women by women, one of whom is

Matgarete von Trotta. The Handke film and .the novel which he wrote

later are of particular interest for a literature class since the

author made his well-known distrust of language as a viable means

of communcation the topic of the "Left-Handed Woman'." The protag-

onist lea es her husband and hel) traditional role without explanation

.and demonstrates throughout the impotence of language to solve prob-
.

fern's on any level of hum--, -elationsthips. Two Schlbndorkf films, .

'ass," 1966, his earliest, and "Tin Drum," 1981, followed, both

discussed earlier. We will conclude our New German Cinema course

withtwo,filmS by Werner kierzog, often bizarre and always dazzling

-in his photography, "Aguirre, Wrath of God," 1972, and "Fitit-arraldo,"

1982..--In addition to the films suggested here and others like them,

there is a series called "Filthed Literature: Gteat authors reflect

on the society of their era." These are made for'TV and available

from the West German'Embassy. They 'are very well'suited to s4pple-

ment period, genre or survey of literature courses.--In conclusion:

it is comforting to know that there is far more outstanding material

available tthan we will ever be able to use.

j Paper presented at the AATG conference
San Francisco, Wovember 19$3


